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On the Sensitivity of Optimal Wave Energy Device
Geometry to the Energy Maximizing Control System
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Abstract—Wave energy converters (WECs) are traditionally
designed independently of control systems. This usually involves
matching the device frequency response to the predominant sea
spectrum of a specific site. Energy maximizing control systems
are subsequently employed to improve the energy conversion of
the device for sea states other than the design sea state. It is well
known that some control techniques have the ability to change the
characteristics of a wave energy device, allowing it to improve the
power absorption for frequencies other than the device natural frequency. However, while the controllers do their best to broaden the
device frequency response, they can be limited in their capability to produce an overall optimal system. A different approach is
studied in this paper, where iteration is performed between geometry optimization and control design. The aim is to investigate the
implications of geometry optimization in the absence of control
and the ultimate effect of incorporating the control design at the
geometry optimization stage. Unconstrained control strategies are
considered, namely, latching, declutching, and a model predictive
control-like algorithm. It is shown that different optimal WEC
geometries can be obtained depending on whether the device is
controlled or not and the type of controller employed. The differences in overall power absorption characteristics of the optimized
geometries are presented.
Index Terms—Control, optimal geometry, power optimization,
wave energy.

I. I NTRODUCTION

C

URRENTLY, a wide variety of wave energy converters
(WECs) have been proposed [1], [2] with little agreement on the best design (even for the same wave site) and little
convergence in design principles. As is traditional in many control application areas, the fundamental application device (the
WEC in this case) is designed by hydrodynamicists and/or wave
energy device developers and then given to the control engineers to provide energy maximizing control. However, as with
many control application areas, the overall system performance
is compromised by the adoption of this separation of activities.
A more holistic approach is indicated in Fig. 1, where iteration is performed between geometry optimization and control
design, so that an overall optimal system is achieved.
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In general, the WEC geometry is designed for the prevailing
sea conditions in a particular location, with control subsequently used to improve the energy conversion performance
of the device for sea states other than the design sea state.
This usually involves matching the device frequency response,
or response amplitude operator (RAO) to the predominant sea
spectrum. However, particular control strategies, subsequently
employed and while doing their best to broaden the RAO in frequency range, can be limited in capability to produce an overall
optimal system. Two cases in point highlight the issue. Latching
control [3], [4], which delays the motion of a WEC by locking
its position at the extreme (upper and lower) points of motion,
has the ability to slow down the WEC in sea periods longer
than the design period. On the other hand, declutching control
[5] has the opposite effect—for intervals of the motion cycle,
the WEC is “unloaded” allowing the response to be speeded
up in sea periods shorter than the design period. Both latching and declutching produce composite device/control (“closed
loop”) systems, which are nonsymmetrical with respect to the
predominant sea state.
Aiming to improve wave energy extraction, a number of studies have been done on device geometry optimization of WECs
independently of the control system [6]–[10]. However, a preliminary study, examining the influence of latching control on
the overall geometric optimization of a heaving cylinder, has
been presented in [11].
This paper focuses on the implications of geometry optimization in the absence of control and the ultimate effect of the
incorporation of control design at the device geometry optimization stage. A complete analysis for a WEC employing a
variety of control strategies is presented. The strategies studied
are: latching control, declutching control, and an optimal controller based on model-predictive control (MPC) [12]. The aim
is to verify the different optimal WEC geometries corresponding to different control strategies, and the differences in overall
power absorption characteristics of WEC geometries optimized
with/without control considerations. The paper makes some
significant recommendations based on the examples employed,
which have important implications for how WECs are designed
and optimized.

II. M ATHEMATICAL M ODELING
A. Equations of Motion
Here, we consider a generic point absorber with a generic
power take-off (PTO) system, as is illustrated by Fig. 2. The
point absorber is represented as a truncated vertical cylinder
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where ρ is the water density. The external forces acting on the
body
f (t) = fe (t) + fp (t)

(4)

are the wave excitation force fe (t) and the PTO force fp (t). The
excitation force is calculated as fe (t) = F −1 {Fe (ω)η(ω)},
where η(ω) is the Fourier transform of the wave elevation and
Fe (ω) is the excitation force transfer function.
If we consider a generic PTO system with a linear damper
(coefficent Bp ∈ R+ ), then the PTO force is given by
fp (t) = −Bp ẋ(t)

(5)

where ẋ(t) is the vertical velocity of the body.
Fig. 1. Device optimization informed by the control system employed.

B. Absorption of Wave Power
In order to absorb energy from the waves, a point absorber
must be equipped with a PTO system, as depicted in Fig. 2.
Thus, the extracted energy and the mean extracted power by
the WEC over a time range T0 are, respectively, calculated as
 T0
ẋ(t)fp (t)dt
(6)
J =−
0

J
Pa =
T0
where fp is the force applied by the PTO system.
The natural resonant period of the device is defined as

M + Mr (∞)
Tr = 2π
.
Sh

Fig. 2. Schematic of the generic heaving floating body.

with radius r and draught d. In addition, linear hydrodynamic
theory and heave oscillatory motion are assumed. In such a
case, the motion of the floating body can be described by the
Cummins’ equation [13]
 ∞
K(t − τ )ẋ(τ )dτ + Sh x(t) = f (t)
[M + Mr (∞)]ẍ(t) +
0

(1)

where x(t) is the vertical position of the body, M is the body
mass, Mr (∞) is the infinite-frequency added mass coefficient,
defined with the asymptotic values of the added masses at infinite frequency, Sh is the hydrodynamic stiffness coefficient, and
f (t) is the total external force acting on the body. The kernel of
the convolution term K(t − τ ) is known as the fluid memory
term and expressed as [13]

2 ∞
Br (ω) cos[ω(t − τ )]dω
(2)
K(t − τ ) =
π 0
where Br (ω) is the radiation damping coefficient and ω is the
wave frequency. Assuming the body is freely floating in equilibrium, the body mass is equal to the mass of the displaced
water in free flotation, i.e.,
M = ρ πr2 d

(3)

(7)

(8)

It is well known that there are two conditions for maximizing
the wave energy conversion in monochromatic waves: 1) the
phase condition and 2) the amplitude condition [14]. The phase
condition is satisfied when the velocity of the body is in phase
with the wave excitation force, which naturally occurs when
the natural resonant period of the device (Tr ) is equal to the
wave period. The amplitude condition indicates that there is an
optimal value for the damping factor Bp in (5). Assuming the
phase condition is satisfied, then the optimal damping factor is
equal to the radiation damping coefficient Br at the incident
wave frequency [14].
Polychromatic waves (an approximation of real waves)
are not defined by a single frequency in the time domain.
Furthermore, the wave power varies in several time scales: from
wave-to-wave (seconds), according to sea states (hours), and
according to seasonal variations (months). Thus, the device
geometry is usually designed for the prevailing sea conditions
in a particular location, and a frequency that best characterizes
the wave spectrum is selected. In this case, the natural resonant period Tr and the damping factor Bp can be tuned to the
peak period (Tp ) or the energy period of the spectrum (Te ).
Control systems are usually subsequently employed to improve
the energy conversion performance of the device for sea states
other than the design sea state.
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III. O PTIMIZATION OF THE WEC G EOMETRY
A. Optimization Problem
Here, our aim is to verify the different optimal geometries
of a heaving cylinder that can be obtained when the geometry
optimization process is done without any control strategy been
employed to the WEC, and when different control strategies are
employed to it. From (8), the parameters that define the natural
period of the device are the mass M , the infinite added mass
coefficient Mr (∞), and the hydrodynamic stiffness coefficient
Sh . Such parameters are modified according to the radius r and
draught d of the heaving cylinder.
Thus, the optimization of the device (Fig. 2) can be defined
as: Determine the natural resonant period Tr , or equivalently,
the radius r and draught d that maximize the average absorbed
power Pa (7) by the WEC with/without control strategies.
Three different control strategies are considered in the analysis:
1) latching control; 2) declutching control; and 3) an optimal
(MPC-like) controller.
B. Latching Control
The principle of latching control is to lock the motion of
the body at the moment its velocity vanishes, and to wait for
a favorable situation to release the body again. As a result, the
body velocity is forced to be in phase with the wave excitation
force. The determination of the time that the body is locked
(latching duration TL ) is the problem to be solved.
Latching control “slows down” the natural response of the
device when the wave period is longer than the device period,
in order to force the velocity of the body and the excitation force
to reach their extrema (maxima or minima) at the same time.
The latching time can be determined semianalytically for
regular waves [15], [16]. However, for polychromatic waves,
the concept of phase between excitation force and velocity is
not well defined, in which case the optimization of the latching
duration does not return a unique solution [15]. In this case, the
latching duration (or equivalently, the unlatching time) can be
optimized to synchronize the peak of the velocity with the peak
of the excitation force [17] or to maximize the absorbed power
[4]. In addition, a number of different strategies have been proposed to determine the best unlatching time for polychromatic
waves, see e.g., [18]–[23].
In this study, we adopt the strategy proposed by Falcão [21]
and later referred as threshold unlatching [22]. It consists of
unlatching the body at the instant when the excitation force (or
other reference variable) passes a chosen threshold [22]. Here,
the threshold for the wave excitation force is set to zero.
C. Declutching Control
Declutching control, also called freewheeling or unlatching,
was considered originally in [24]. It consists of unloading the
device during some parts of the power cycle, which means that
the PTO force is set equal to zero during such instants.
Under declutching, the PTO is disconnected (declutched)
for a period following a maximum or minimum of position
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(i.e., velocity going to zero). Once the device has gained
momentum under this no-load condition, the PTO is again connected, loading the system. The control problem, in this case,
is the determination of the declutching duration for which the
PTO is disconnected. In [5], an optimal command theory based
on Pontryagin principle was proposed to determine the instants
for clutching/declutching a WEC. Two different strategies are
used in [25] to determine the instants for declutching: in the
first one, the body is declutched approximately Tr /4 before the
next (predicted) peak of the excitation force, and in the second strategy, it is declutched after the excitation force passes a
chosen threshold.
Declutching has also been studied in [26], which shows that
declutching is an ideal strategy when the natural resonant period
of the device is longer than the sea period. Effectively, loading
and unloading the device allows it to “catch up” to the excitation force, which brings the device velocity into phase with the
excitation force.
Following [26], we adopt the declutching control for the
cases when the natural resonant period of the device is longer
than the sea period. Here, the instants for clutching the device
are determined by the instants the excitation force reaches
its extremum. In this case, the PTO system is disengaged
(declutched) when the device velocity vanishes, and it is
engaged (clutched) again when the excitation force achieves its
maximum or minimum value.
A combination of latching and declutching control is presented in [27] and a larger increase in the energy absorption
is achieved, when compared to latching or declutching implemented independently. It was also shown that declutching
works better with large values of the PTO damping, whereas
latching works better with small values [27].
Latching and declutching control strategies are known as
suboptimal control strategies, since they deal only with the
phase condition for improving the wave energy absorption.
Further improvements can be achieved if the PTO damping
coefficient Bp is adjusted according to the sea state, as has
been done, e.g., in [26] and [28]. Both strategies implement
an ON / OFF PTO force, usually through a braking mechanism
(latching) or PTO bypass (declutching). In such cases, the PTO
force is defined by (5) for the instants the PTO is ON. A different approach based on MPC is presented next. In this case,
the PTO force is not defined by (5), it is obtained by solving an
optimal energy absorption problem.
D. MPC-Like Control Algorithm
The control problem for the MPC-like control algorithm is
defined as follows: to find the optimal profile for the PTO force
which maximizes the total energy absorbed (6) over a time
interval T0 , subjected to the equation of motion (1).
For this purpose, the control problem is discretized by
approximating the velocity and the PTO force with a linear combination of basis functions. Such a combination
results in a finite dimension optimization problem. Following
the procedure from [12], trigonometric functions are chosen
as basis functions. Then, the PTO force and the velocity
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are, respectively, approximated with the truncated zero-mean
Fourier series
N/2

ẋ(t) ≈



νnc cos(nω0 t) + νns sin(nω0 t)

(9)

φcn cos(nω0 t) + φsn sin(nω0 t)

(10)

n=1
N/2

fp (t) ≈



n=1

where ω0 is the fundamental frequency of the Fourier series and
N is the total number of components.
The best approximation of the solution for the equation of
motion (1) is sought by applying the Galerkin method (see [29]
for more details), and the result is the linear system
GX = P + E

(11)

where X, P , E are, respectively, the vectors of the Fourier coefficients of the velocity, PTO force, and excitation force, and G
is the matrix of hydrodynamical coefficients of the system. The
set of vectors is arranged as
T

X = ν1c , ν1s , ν2c , ν2s , . . . , ν cN , ν sN
2
2
T

P = φc1 , φs1 , φc2 , φs2 , . . . , φcN , φsN
2
2
T

E = c1 , s1 , c2 , s2 , . . . , cN , sN .
2

Bp =

The matrix G ∈ RN ×N is defined as
⎤
⎡
D1 C1 0 · · ·
0
0
⎢ −C1 D1 0 · · ·
0
0 ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎢
.
.. ⎥
.
.
.
⎢ 0
.
0
.
. ⎥
⎥
G=⎢
⎥
⎢ .
.
..
..
⎥
⎢ ..
.
0
0
⎥
⎢
⎣ 0
0 0 0 DN/2 CN/2 ⎦
0
0 0 0 −CN/2 DN/2

Bp = Dm /100 M

with
Dn = Br,n (nω0 )
and Cn = nω0 (M + Mr,n (nω0 )) − Sh,n /(nω0 ).
Assuming the wave excitation force is known completely
into the future and G is nonsingular, the vector of the optimal
PTO force P ∗ is obtained by solving the following optimization
problem [30]
P

(Br (ω))2 + (ω(M + Mr (ω)) − Sh /ω)2

(13)

which represents optimal linear damping when the body is subjected to incident regular waves [14]. Irregular waves are not
defined by a single frequency in the time domain. For this
reason, a frequency that best characterizes the wave spectrum
should be selected. Here, Bp is tuned to the peak frequency of
the spectrum ωp for each sea state.
For the latching and declutching control cases, we have determined the optimal damping for each one of the geometries and
sea states. In these cases

2

P ∗ = arg max(−P T G−1 P − P T G−1 E).

The optimal geometries for each of the cases: 1) uncontrolled
device (UD); 2) latching-controlled device (LD); declutchingcontrolled device (DD); and MPC-controlled device (MPCD)
are determined via simulations with a complete set of possible
values of radius r and draught d, in which 200 different cylinders are considered. As a result, a clear overview of the mapping
between the absorbed power Pa and the optimization parameters can be observed. The ranges of both the radii and draughts
go from 2 to 20 m, in steps of 1 m (radius) and 2 m (draught).
The coefficients Fe (ω), Br (ω), Mr (∞), and Sh for all the
cylinders are computed using the boundary element solver
WAMIT [31]. The setup parameters for WAMIT are ρ =
1025 kg/m3 , water depth: 60 m, gravity: 9.81 m/s3 , and frequency range: (π/128 : π/128 : π) rad/s. For the MPCD, the
simulation parameters are N = 128 and ω0 = 0.0304 rad/s. For
all simulations T0 is set to 1200 s, which is the usual recording
time used to obtain real statistical values of a wave field, and to
characterize a sea state [32].
Different criteria are used to tune the PTO damping coefficient Bp for the uncontrolled case and the latching/declutching
strategies. For the uncontrolled case

(12)

IV. R ESULTS
A. Simulation Parameters
Simulation results with polychromatic waves are presented in
this section. The polychromatic waves are calculated as a linear
combination of monochromatic waves using a Bretschneider
spectral envelope, defined by the significant wave height Hs ,
peak period Tp , and random phases.

(14)

and the problem to be solved is to determine the coefficient Dm ,
which optimizes the absorbed power for a specific geometry,
control strategy, and sea state. Then, the optimal Dm coefficient determined for each one of the 200 geometries is applied
at the main evaluation loop (the loop that evaluates the optimal
geometry). To illustrate how the coefficients Dm were calculated, Fig. 3 shows the evolution of the power absorbed versus
Dm for some specific geometries. In these cases, Hs = 1 m and
Tp = 7 s.
B. Simulation Results
Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate the evolution of the absorbed power
Pa for different values of r and d for each of the four cases
(UD, LD, DD, and MPCD). The figures also show the level
curves of Pa under the surface plot, allowing easy identification
of the optimal cylinder parameters. The devices are subject to
polychromatic waves with Hs = 1 m and peak periods of 5 and
7 s, respectively. Table I summarizes the optimal values (r∗ , d∗ ,
Tr∗ ) and the absorbed power Pa obtained for these cases.
The results show that the optimal geometries obtained with
latching control are different from the optimal geometries
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Fig. 3. Evolution of the power absorbed versus the coefficient Dm : optimization of the optimal linear damping for the (a) LD and (b) DD.

obtained when no control is applied. As expected, the natural resonant period of the uncontrolled cases is very close to
the peak period Tp of the wave spectrum, whereas the optimal
values of Tr are slightly smaller for the LDs. In this case, the
optimal values for r and d are also smaller than the uncontrolled
case. It is worth mentioning that larger differences between LDs
and UDs can be found, if smaller PTO damping coefficients are
applied to the WEC, as showed in [11].
The optimal geometries obtained with declutching control are slightly different from the uncontrolled case. For the
MPCD, the evolution of the absorbed power is completely different from all of the three other cases (UD, LD, and DD). The
controller in this case, optimizes the absorbed power for all the
geometries, regardless of the resonant period of the device and
the wave period. In some respects, it can be considered that the
MPC-like controller combines the best features of both latching
and declutching, since it has significantly more degrees of freedom in parameterizing the control signal, compared to latching
and declutching. The absorbed power for the best geometry
is not significantly different from other geometries in the map
[Figs. 4(d) and 5(d)].
In order to illustrate the effect of each of the control strategies
in the device, Fig. 6 illustrates the motion of the device controlled by latching, declutching, and the MPC-like algorithm,
respectively, for a chosen geometry. In these cases, Hs = 1 m
and Tp = 7 s. The MPC-like algorithm optimizes the PTO force
applied to the device on a wave-to-wave time scale, resulting in
more exaggerated motion of the body, and consequently, more
absorbed power than the latching and declutching strategies.
Conceptually, latching and declutching are suboptimal control methods aiming to achieve the optimum phase condition
between the device velocity and the wave excitation force.
C. Discussion
Table II shows the relative size of the devices optimized for
irregular waves with Hs = 1 m and Tp = 7 s and the various

Fig. 4. Evolution of the absorbed power for different values of r and d (a) UD;
(b) LD; (c) DD; and (d) MPCD (polychromatic waves: Hs = 1 m; Tp = 5 s).
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TABLE I
O PTIMAL VALUES OF r, d, AND Tr OF THE C YLINDERS AND A BSORBED
P OWER Pa FOR UD, LD, DD, AND MPCD (P OLYCHROMATIC WAVES
W ITH Hs = 1 m)

Fig. 6. Motion of a heaving cylinder with control (solid lines) and without control (dashed line) (a) LD (r = 4 m; d = 4 m; Tr = 5.1 s); (b) DD (r = 12 m;
d = 14 m; Tr = 9.3 s); and (c) MPCD (r = 4 m; d = 4 m; Tr = 5.1 s).

Fig. 5. Evolution of the absorbed power for different values of r and d (a) UD;
(b) LD; (c) DD; (d) MPCD (polychromatic waves: Hs = 1 m; Tp = 7 s).

control scenarios. For example, it is interesting that the optimal latched device has a significantly larger power/volume
ratio than the uncontrolled case. However, a reduced device
size is not evident for all control cases and many other considerations need to be taken into account (such as stroke
length, PTO force limits, etc.,) in any comparative economic
assessment.
Table III shows the power absorbed for the UD, LD, DD, and
MPCD for all the optimal geometries (GEO A, GEO B, GEO C,
and GEO D, respectively). When we compare the power
absorbed for the LD with GEO A to the power absorbed with
GEO B, an improvement of 18% is obtained for GEO B. For the
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TABLE II
R ELATIVE S IZE OF THE VARIOUS O PTIMIZED D EVICES AND R ELATIVE
P OWER C APTURED P ER U NIT VOLUME

TABLE III
P OWER A BSORBED (κW) FOR VARIOUS C ONTROL S TRATEGIES WITH
D IFFERENT O PTIMAL D EVICE G EOMETRIES

DD case, when we compare the power absorbed with GEO A to
the power with GEO C, an improvement of 10% is obtained for
GEO C. Notice that different strategies based on optimal command theory to compute the instants for clucthing/declutching,
e.g., [5], may be adopted to verify if higher improvements can
be obtained for declutching control.
It can also be noted that the optimal geometry obtained for
the uncontrolled case (GEO A), e.g., is not optimal if one wants,
afterward, to apply latching control on it. The converse remark
can also be stated for the optimal geometry obtained with the
LD (GEO B), the natural mechanical properties of the optimal
shape are no longer optimal for the considered sea-state, if one
does not want, afterward, to apply latching control to the device.
Nevertheless, the MPC-like algorithm optimizes the wave
energy absorption regardless of the geometry of the device.
Four different geometries result in about the same amount of
power. Such behavior is in accordance with one of the wave
energy principles from Falnes [14], which states that a big body
and a small body may produce equally large waves (and hence
convert wave energy into useful energy), provided the smaller
body oscillates with larger amplitude. But note that no constraints are considered here. For practical application studies,
constraints on the amplitude of the device motion or on the PTO
force should be taken into account.
Fig. 7 compares the RAOs of the optimal geometries.
Latching control broadens the bandwidth of the RAO for wave
periods longer than the device resonant period. Since GEO B
is smaller than GEO A, the benefit of applying such strategy
is now also extended for periods between 5 and 7 s. If GEO
A has been considered, the benefit of latching control would
be seen only for periods longer than 7 s. The bandwidth for
the declutching control is slightly broader than the UD case for
wave periods shorter than the device resonant period [Fig. 7(a)].
However, the benefit of the declutching control is seen mostly
around the resonant period of the geometry, as it has also been
shown in [27]. On the other hand, the MPCD broadens the
bandwidth of the RAO regardless of the period and geometry
of the device, as is illustrated in Fig. 7(b).

Fig. 7. RAOs for optimal geometries: (a) GEO A without control, GEO B with
latching and without control, and GEO C with declutching and without control;
(b) GEO A and GEO D with the MPC-like control algorithm.

V. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we have studied the implications of geometry optimization in the absence of control and the effects
of the incorporation of control design at the device geometry optimization stage. Different optimal geometry results are
obtained depending on the type of control strategy employed
on the WEC. The effects of constraints on the PTO force or
on the amplitude motion of the device have not been taken into
account in this study. Such constraints may influence the results,
especially in the MPC case, which results in more exaggerated
motion of the body and requires higher PTO forces than the
latching or declutching strategies.
An optimal geometry obtained with latching control is highly
control dependent and it shortens the original natural resonance
period of the device, usually designed for the predominant wave
period. The optimal geometry obtained with a DD is slightly
different from an UD and its resonance period is longer than
the uncontrolled case. In these cases, an overall optimal system can be obtained if the latching/declutching control design
is considered at the geometry optimization stage. In addition,
an optimal controller (like the one considered here) optimizes
the wave energy absorption regardless of the geometry of the
device. For this case, it has been shown that the same amount
of power can be obtained, no matter whether the control design
is incorporated at the geometry optimization stage, or not.
In this paper, we have studied the effects of incorporating
the control philosophies of latching control, declutching control
and an optimal controller for particular sea states and a generic
point absorber and PTO system. The effects of these control
strategies, and others, on the optimal WEC geometry are likely
to differ depending on the type of the WEC and PTO system
employed. The control-informed geometric optimization of a
real device is specific to the WEC, PTO, sea state(s), and system constraints. For the moment, we simply make the point,
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through the results presented, that the nature of the control system must be considered when designing the WEC itself, if an
overall optimal wave energy system is to be achieved.
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